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A NEW BANACH SPACE WITHOUT THE KADEC-KLEE PROPERTY

G.A. ALEXANDROV AND V.D. BABEV

An example of a Banach space is given which does not contain isomorphically /i
and does not admit the Kadec-Klee property.

1. INTRODUCTION

We say that a Banach space X admits a Kadec-Klee property if it has an equivalent
norm ||.|| such that the weak and norm sequence convergences coincide on the unit
sphere {x £ X: \\x\\ =1}.

It is known that the space /<» and all spaces containing it isomorphically do not
admit the Kadec-Klee property [4]. Alexandrov [1] has recently constructed a class of
Banach spaces engendered by Boolean rings with a so-called subsequential interpolation
property that have no Kadec-Klee property. Some of them do not have a subspace
isomorphic to Z^ but they contain l\ [2]. In this paper we give an example of a
Banach space which does not contain li and does not admit the Kadec-Klee property.

2. DEFINITIONS, NOTATIONS AND REMARKS

Let L be the following union

all functions t whose domain dom(<) is some interval [0, a) for countable ordinal
a and whose codomain is [0, u>i) (wi the first uncountable ordinal). When a — 0,
[0, wxf'0' has one trivial element; we denote this element by 0. We may regard L
as an uncountable branching tree all of whose branches have length w\. We give an
order on L in the following way: if a, t £ L then we say that a ^ t if and only if
dom(a) C dom(t) and the restriction t |dom(»)= e-

If t G L, we denote by t+ the set of all immediate successors of t, that is u G t+

if and only if, if s < u then s ^ t.
We equip L with the order-topology in a standard way: we take the intervals

(a, t] = {u E L: a < u ^ f}, (Vs ^ f), to be the basic neighbourhoods of the point
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t > 0 and declare the element 0 to be an isolated point. The topological space L with
the order-topology is locally compact and scattered [3].

Let Co(L) be the space of all continuous functions vanishing at infinity.

We let [t, co) = {u G L: u ^ t} and let X(«,t] be the characteristic function of

3. MAIN RESULT

THEOREM. Tie space Co(L) does not admit the Kadec-Klee property.

LEMMA. ([3]) Let \\.\\ be an equivalent norm on C0(L), x G C0(L) and s G L.

Then there exists u > s such that for every v > u we have

PROOF: Let UQ
 = o. If M»»-I has been defined, we set

vn =

and choose vn > un_i with

Let g G Co(£)* such that ||5|| = 1 and g(x +*(,,„„]) = ||x + X(.,»n]|| • The space
Co(L) = h(L) and we may regard g as a summable scalar family g = (gi)leL- Since
the uncountable family {[«, oo) : v G v£} is disjoint, we can choose Vo G v£ such that
[t>o, oo)n{a£L :g,^O} = q>.

We set un = VQ and note that for every v > un we have

X{.,v\) = = \\x

We continue this process inductively and we construct a sequence wo < tti < . . . <

un < ... in L and a sequence of positive scalars i/<> ̂  "i ^ • • • ̂  vn ^ . . . such that for

every v > un we have

(1) « 'n -2- B ^ | |*+X( . 1 , ] | |< I '» .

Let v — lim vn and let u > un for all n. Then from (1), we get

for all v ^ u and the lemma is proved.
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PROOF OF THEOREM: Let ||.|| be any norm equivalent to the sup-norm H-H^ in

the space Co(L). We apply the lemma with the no rm ||. | | , x = 0 and s = 0. Then

there exists u £ L such tha t

for all v > u.

We take a sequence {vn}^L1 Q M + , vn ^ vm (n ^ m).

From (2) we have

||x(o,Bn]|| = ||X(O,.]||

and since limx(o, *„](<) = X(o,u](0

for all t S L, then we find that the sequence X(o,vn] tends to X(o,u] weakly.

On the other hand, obviously X(o,nn] does not tend to X(o,«] i n norm topology
because

| |x(o,,n]-X(o,«]| | = 1

for all n.

Consequently, the space Co(L) does not admit the Kadec-Klee property and the

theorem is proved. u

REMARK. The main result is true for all Banach spaces Co(K), when K is a r-
branching tree (r ^ card u>i) all of whose branches have length greater than or equal
to wi with the order-topology.
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